SUPPRESSOR INSTRUCTIONS

Built on sound principles

Congratulations on
the purchase of your new
TBA suppressor

Built on Sound Principles

Your TBA Suppressor has been machined, assembled,
welded and threaded to the correct specifications
to guarantee a lifetime of use on the host weapon
it was designed for. Before the finish was applied
to your suppressor the threading is rechecked and
the center lines of your baffles are align-bored to
the center of the threads ensuring that alignment
is perfect and that the suppressor manufacturing
process is 100% complete.
Due to variations in threading and threading
styles, if your gun came with a factory threaded
barrel it is the user’s responsibility to ensure
that the suppressor fits correctly. A large majority of the factory threading jobs are designed to
use a crush-sleeve or a crush-washer therefore
the shoulder that the suppressor mates to is not
concentric to the centerline of the bore. Under
no circumstances should you use a crush-sleeve
or crush-washer when attaching the suppressor.

Disclaimer
Suppressors used on 17 and 22 magnum require
stainless steel baffle stacks. Aluminum baffled
models will experience baffle fatigue and void
your warranty when used on 17 and 22 magnum.
Using this suppressor on any other type of firearm
such as an AR-15 will not only destroy the suppressor
but it will put you and others in immediate danger
and will void your warranty.
THIS SILENCER IS NOT RATED FOR
CENTER FIRE CALIBERS!

Tech Support 804.928.1839

PEACEMAKER
.22LR Suppressor
For use only on Rim Fire weapons only.
Not for .223 or other centerfire calibers
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PEACEMAKER
.22LR Suppressor
Assembly diagram

GETTING STARTED

AMMUNITION REQUIREMENTS

When your suppressor or flash hider is installed for
the first time, make sure that the rear of the suppressor
attaches perfectly square to the shoulder on the
barrel. If there is any gap between the two mating
surfaces at any point around the circumference of
the barrel it will need to be repaired by a qualified
gunsmith or machinist before using the suppressor.
Failure to do so will result in baffle strikes and will
void the warranty on the suppressor. When the
suppressor mates up to the shoulder of the barrel
correctly we advise all end users to visually inspect
the center line of the rifle bore in relation to the
exit hole of the suppressor to ensure a correct
alignment. This will only need to be done one time.
TBA Suppressors provides this service free of
charge. Minimal charges will apply if the threads
or shoulder has to be repaired due to incorrect
thread alignment.

Your suppressor will have the best sound reduction
quality when used with CCI Standard Velocity or
Subsonic ammunition. Through our testing we have
found that the CCI ammunition is the most consistent
in velocity, accuracy, and functioning therefore this is
what we recommend. Using 60 grain ammunition will
not only cause baffle strikes but the projectile can
get stuck in the suppressor and will not be covered
under warranty.

TBA Suppressors will not be responsible for baffle
strikes as a result of incorrect threading, modifications, improper ammunition, mishandling or misuse
caused by the suppressor coming loose. It is the
user’s responsibility to ensure that the suppressor
stays tight on the host weapon. If you do not
understand these instructions please contact us
immediately for further clarification.

disassembly

Remove the 7 baffles and diffuser with a hook or
a pick. If they are stuck you can turn the suppressor
upside down and insert a wooden dowel through the
rear cap and gently tap each individual baffle out. This
should require minimal effort. If not please contact
us immediately.
Once your baffles have been removed, we recommend soaking them in simple green to loosen build
up and copper fouling and cleaning is to be done by
hand with a nylon or wire brush. We also recommend
antiseize compound on the threads of the suppressor
tube and end cap before assembly.

The peacemaker is a lightweight screw on suppressor for .22LR pistols and rifles. Our user
friendly innovative disassembly feature does not
require any special proprietary tools. This model
comes apart with a ¼ allen wrench for cleaning
just like all of the .22LR suppressors in our line up.
The rear end cap has a stainless steel insert so
there is no concern of the thread fatigue.

Assemble the suppressor in the reverse order placing
each baffle in the same position. We recommend using
antiseize compound on the end cap.

Your rimfire suppressor should be cleaned after
every use and is mandatory after 500 rounds.
Insert a 1/4” allen wrench in the end cap and turn
it counter clockwise.
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